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This paper is devoted to the problem of assigning characteristic classes to locally 
trivial bundles of finitely generated projective modules over a topological algebra 
A, so called A-bundles, over finite dimensional manifolds. Such bundles occur 
naturally for example in the theory of non simply connected manifolds, where one 
studies bundles whose fibers are finitely generated projective modules over the 
group C*-algebra of the fundamental group. 
In [4], M. Karoubi defined for a smooth manifold X and a Frechet algebra A 
a cohomology theory H^(X), the de-Rham cohomology of X with values in the 
non-commutative de-Rham homology of A, and then constructs a Chern character 
of A-bundles over X in these groups. 
On the other hand, in [2] A. Connes constructed a pairing H™en(A) x K0(A) -> C 
between cyclic cohomology of an algebra A and its topological K-theory, which 
can be viewed as an analog of a Chern character for finitely generated projective 
modules over A. 
In the present paper, we generalize the construction of Connes in the general 
setting of convenient algebras, by constructing for an A-bundle E —» X over X and 
a reduced cyclic cohomology class [c] G HjJ (A) a sequence of de-Rham cohomology 
classes ch^(E) e @i<2k H
l(X, C). In that way we obtain an analog of the Chern 
character of Karoubi, without using the "exotic" cohomology theory H\(X). 
We think that our approach has also some advantages from the point of view 
of presentation: First, almost all constructions we carry out stay in the realm 
of vector bundles (with infinite dimensional fibers) over X. Thus the "infinite 
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dimensional part" of the constructions is just done pointwise, and one only has to 
check that everything fits together smoothly, which is rather easy in the convenient 
setting. Moreover, our construction makes transparent how cyclic cohomology 
enters the construction: For traces on A (which are jus t cyclic zero-cocycles) one 
can construct the corresponding Chern character forms directly as in the classical 
theory. In general, there are only few traces on A, but usually there are lots of 
them on the universal differential forms ft*(A). Thus one passes from .A-bundles to 
the associated fT (A)-bundles, and adapts the classical construction by taking into 
account that £l*(A) is not just an algebra but also a graded differential algebra. 
2. CONVENIENT VECTOR SPACES, ALGEBRAS AND MODULES 
2.1. Convenient vector spaces. Convenient vector spaces were introduced 
as the appropriate spaces for differentiation theory It turns out that they also 
form a very nice category of linear spaces, and this is the aspect we will mainly 
be interested in. We will just give a very brief outline of the theory, detailed 
presentations can be found in [3] or [6]. 
Let us start with a Hausdorff locally convex vector space V. Then a curve 
c : R —> V is called smooth if all derivatives exist and are continuous. If W is 
another such space then a mapping / : V —> W is called smooth iff for any smooth 
curve c : R —•> V the curve / o c : R —> W is smooth. It is a non trivial result that 
for Banach spaces this reproduces the usual notion of smoothness. For linear (and 
multilinear) mappings one shows that smoothness is equivalent to boundedness, 
so we denote by L(V, W) C C°°(V, W) the space of bounded linear maps. 
The vector space V is called convenient iff for any smooth curve c\ there exists 
a smooth curve O2 such that c\ = c'2, i.e. iff anti-derivatives of smooth curves 
exist. It turns out that this is not a condition on the topology of V but only 
on the associated homology. In fact, this condition is equivalent to the condition 
that any Mackey-Cauchy sequence converges. Thus this completeness condition 
is weaker than sequential completeness. 
It turns out that for any (even non Hausdorff) locally convex vector space V 
one can form a separated completion i : V —•> V where V is convenient (and thus 
Hausdorff) such that any bounded linear map (p : V —> W with W convenient can 
be uniquely written as (p o i for a bounded linear map <p : V -> W. 
Using the completion it is easy to show that the category of convenient vector 
spaces and bounded linear maps is complete and cocomplete, so all categorical 
limits and colimits can be formed. 
2.2. For convenient vector spaces V and W one can construct a na tural topology 
on C°°(V, W) such that this is again a convenient vector space. Moreover, in this 
topology the subspace L(V, W) is closed and thus again a convenient vector space. 
The main feature of the convenient setting is that the category of convenient 
vector spaces and smooth maps is Cartesian closed, i.e. flipping coordinates induces 
a na tural isomorphism C°°(U x V,W) =" C0 0(U ,C0 0(V, W)), which is even an 
isomorphism of convenient vector spaces. 
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Similarly as for linear mappings we can topologize spaces of multilinear maps. 
For convenient vector spaces Vi,..., Vn and W we denote by L ( V i , . . . , Vn; W) 
the space of all bounded n-linear maps V\ x . . . x Vn —> IV, with the topology 
induced by the inclusion into all smooth maps. One shows that flipping coordi-
nates gives a natural isomorphism of convenient vector spaces L ( V i , . . . , Vn\ W) = 
L(V1,...,Vi;L(Vi+1,...,Vn;W)). 
The next important feature of convenient vector spaces is the existence of an 
appropriate tensor product. This is called the bornological tensor product, it 
is denoted by (8> and it has the universal property that bounded bilinear maps 
correspond exactly to bounded linear maps on the tensor product, so there is a 
natural isomorphism L(U®V, IV) =* L(U, L(V, IV)). 
2.3. Convenient algebras. A convenient algebra is a convenient vector space 
A equipped with a bounded bilinear associative multiplication p : A x A —» A. 
We will mainly be interested in complex convenient algebras, i.e. complex algebras 
such that the underlying real algebra is convenient. We will always assume that 
algebras are unital and homomorphisms preserve the units. 
A standard example of a convenient algebra is the space L(V, V) of bounded 
endomorphisms of a convenient vector space V. (Boundedness of the composition 
mapping follows immediately from Cartesian closedness.) Another natural exam-
ple is the space C°°(X, A) with the pointwise operations, where X is a smooth 
manifold and A is a convenient algebra. 
For a convenient algebra A we denote by Aop the opposite algebra of A, which 
is clearly a convenient algebra, too . 
2.4. Convenient modules . Let A be a convenient algebra. A convenient left 
(right) module over A is a convenient vector space M together with a bounded 
algebra homomorphism A : A —> L(M,M) (p : A —> L(M, M ) o p ) . By Carte-
sian closedness this is equivalent to having bounded bilinear maps A x M —> M 
respectively M x A —> M , which satisfy the usual properties. 
Let V be a convenient vector space. Then we can make V0_4 into a right A-
module using the multiplication on A. One easily verifies that this is in fact a 
convenient module, called the free module corresponding to V. (In fact, forming 
the free module defines a functor from convenient vector spaces to convenient right 
A-modules which is left adjoint to the forgetful functor.) In particular, if we take 
V = R n for some n we obtain the finitely generated free modules An. 
An _4-module M is called projective if there is a free module F and bounded 
A module homomorphisms i : M —> F and p : F —•> M such that poi = idM• M 
is called finitely generated projective (or f.g.p.) if this F can be chosen to be An 
for some n. 
2.5 . In [1] it was shown that in the convenient setting there is a nice tensor 
product of modules, so if M is a right convenient A-module and N is a left 
convenient A-module then one can form a convenient vector space M(g)^N which 
has the universal property that bounded bilinear maps / : M x N —» V into 
any convenient vector space V such that / ( m - a,n) = / ( m , a • n) for any a € A, 
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correspond bijectively to bounded linear maps McguN -> V. This tensor product 
is well behaved with respect to additional module structures on M and N. In 
particular, if N is also a convenient right B module such that the actions of A and 
B on N commute, then Mcg^N is a right H-module in a canonical way. 
In particular, if <D : A —>  B is a bounded homomorphism between two convenient 
algebras and M is a right A module, then via ip we can view 5 a s a convenient 
left A-module, so <p*M := Mcg^H is canonically a right H-module. It is easy to 
verify that if M is projective respectively f.g.p. then the same is true for <D*M. 
2.6. T r a c e s . Let A be a convenient algebra, V a convenient vector space. A 
V-va1ued trace on A. is a bounded linear map t : A -> V such that t(ab) = t(ba) 
for all a, 6 £ A. 
Let M be a f.g.p. right A-module and consider the space M* := Horn"4 (M, A) 
of bounded right module homomorphisms (in fact any such homomorphism is 
bounded). It is easy to show that multiplication from the left on the values makes 
this space into a convenient left A-module. There is an obvious map M x M* -> 
Hom j 4(M, M) defined by mapping (ra, (p) to the map ml »-> ra • <D(ra') and clearly 
(ra • a, <D) and (ra, a • <D) have the same image, so it gives rise to a unique bounded 
linear map Mcg^M* -> H o m ^ ( M , M ) . 
Next let i : M -> An and p : An —> M be bounded module homomorphisms 
such that poi = idju, let ej be the j - t h unit vector in An, 7Tj : An -> A the j - t h 
projection and put <Dj := 7Tj O i e M*. It is easy to verify that mapping a module 
homomorphism $ : M -> M to S j = i ®(p(ej)) ® <Pj defines a bounded linear 
map HomA ( M , M ) -> Mcg)^M* which is inverse to the map constructed above. 
Thus for a f.g.p. module M the space Hour4 ( M , M ) is canonically isomorphic to 
M®AM*. 
Next let t : A —•> V be a trace, and consider the map M x M* -> V defined 
by (ra, (p) i-> r(<^(ra)). By Cartesian closedness this map is bounded and since t 
is a trace it induces a unique bounded linear map i: Mcg^M* -> V. Composing 
this with the canonical isomorphism from above we get a bounded linear map 
Trf : Hom
A ( M , M ) -> V. Now it is easy to verify that under the canonical 
isomorphism from above the composition of homomorphisms corresponds to the 
map (racgcD, ra'cgxp7) »-> racg)<D(ra/)(D/, and using this one immediately verifies that 
TV* is again a trace. 
2 .7 . Finally, we will need graded algebras and graded differential algebras and 
modules over them. By a graded convenient algebra we just mean a convenient 
algebra A such that the underlying vector space is a graded convenient vector 
space, i.e. can be written as a direct sum A = © n G z - 4 n °f convenient vector 
spaces. Similar as above, the bounded endomorphisms of any graded convenient 
vector space form a graded convenient algebra, so the notion of a graded module 
makes no problem. (We always assume that the corresponding homomorphism 
A -> L(M,M) is homogeneous of degree zero.) Also, the notion of free and 
projective modules makes no problem in this setting. 
By a convenient graded differential algebra we mean just a convenient graded 
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algebra A together with a bounded linear differential d = d^ which is homogeneous 
of degree one and a graded derivation. 
3. B O U N D E D CYCLIC COHOMOLOGY 
Following closely [2] we develop in this section bounded Hochschild and cyclic 
cohomology for convenient algebras and discuss the relations of these to traces on 
the algebra of universal differential forms. 
3.1 . Definition. For a convenient algebra A and n > 0 we denote by Cn(A) 
the convenient vector space Ln+1(A, C) of bounded n + 1-linear maps from An+1 
to C. By Cn(A) we denote the closed subspace of those maps <p £ Cn(A) which 
are cyclically invariant, i.e. satisfy <p(an, a o , . . . , a n _ i ) = (—l)
n<p(ao,..., a n ) . Next 
by C7n(A) we denote the closed subspace of those maps <p G Cn(A) which satisfy 
<p(ao,... , a n ) = 0 if for some i > 1 we have a; = 1. Finally, we put C7
n(A) := 
Cn(A)nCn(A). 
Next we denote by b : Cn~1(A) -> Cn(A) the Hochschild differential, defined 
as usually by 
n - l 
(b<D)(a0,.. •, a n ) = ^ ( - l ) V ( a o , . . . , a ; a ; + i , . . . , a n ) + (- l )
n<p(ana0 , a x , . . . , a n _ i ) 
i=0 
Clearly, this is a bounded linear mapping. Obviously b((7n_1(A)) C C n ( A ) . More-
over, it is well known, see [2] or [7], that b(Cn_1(A)) C Cn(A), and thus also 
b(C7n_1(A)) C Cn(A). It is a classical result that b2 = b o b = 0, so we have 
the corresponding cohomologies which we denote by H*(A), H*(A), H^(A) and 
Hl(A) and call Hochschild cohomology, reduced Hochschild cohomology, cyclic 
cohomology and reduced cyclic cohomology, respectively. Note that in general 
these cohomology spaces are not Hausdorff. 
3.2. Next, we need the H-operator of Connes. First we define Ho • Cn + 1(-4) -» 
Cn(A) by 
(B0(p)(a0,...,an) := <p(l ,a0 , . . . , a n ) - ( - l )
n + V ( a 0 , . . . , a n , 1). 
Let N : Cn(A) —> Cn(A) be the cyclization, which is given by 
n 
(N(D)(a0 , . . . , a n ) := ^ ( - l )
m < p ( a i , . . . , a n , a 0 , . . . , a ;_i) . 
i=o 
Clearly, for <D G Cn(A) we have N<p = (n + l)(p. Now we put B := N o B0 : 
Cn+1(A) —•> Cn(A). One immediately verifies that, although N does not map 
C7n(A) to C7n(A), we have H((7n+1(A)) C CJ(A). It is well known, see [2] or [7], 
that B2 = B o B = 0 and Hob + boH = 0. In particular, this shows that if 
ip e Zn+1(A) is a reduced Hochschild cocycle then Btp e C7n(A) is in fact a cyclic 
cocycle and that B induces a well defined map from reduced Hochschild to reduced 
cyclic cohomology 
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3.3. Lemma. The space Bn(A) of reduced cyclic n-coboundaries is contained in 
the image of Zn+1(A) under B. 
Proof, (see also [2]). Take ip G Cn~l(A) be a reduced cochain. Let / : A -> C be 
any linear functional such that / ( l ) = 1, and define UJ G C n ( A ) by ( j ( a 0 , . . . , an) := 
f(ao)i>(ai,...,an). (Note that by cyclicity ip vanishes if any of its arguments is 
equal to one.) Obviously ip = B0UJ, SO ip = \-BUJ. But then bip = ^bBuj = 
-±Bbuj. D 
n 
3.4. Cyclic Cohomology and universal differential forms. Recall the con-
struction of the convenient graded differential algebra ft* (A) of universal differ-
ential forms over a convenient algebra A from [1, Section 2]. Here we use the 
analogous construction for complex convenient algebras, but this means just that 
we replace R by C in all constructions. Note that in the proof of theorem 2.9 of [1] 
it was shown that £lk(A) = A®A® ... <8>A, where there are k factors A = A/C • 1, 
and (g) denotes the bornological tensor product. This isomorphism is given by map-
ping _o®ai(§>... <E>an to a o d a i . . . dan. By the universal property of the bornolog-
ical tensor product we see immediately that C n ( A ) = L(£}n(A),C), the space of 
bounded linear maps. From now on we will always use the same letter for reduced 
cochains and the corresponding functionals on the universal forms. 
3.5. Proposi t ion. Let (p G Cn(A) be a reduced cochain which we view as a map 
nn(A)->C. Then 
(1) If (p is a graded trace, i.e. <p(/3a) = (—l)la"/3'(D(a/5), then b(p = 0. 
(2) (p is a closed graded trace, i.e. in addition (p(da) = 0 if and only if (p G 
(3) If<p€ Zn(A) then the trace defined by (p can be written as the composition 
of a graded trace with d if and only if (p lies in B(Zn+1(A)). 
Proof. (1) If <jP defines a graded trace, then applying the trace property to the 
0-form a n + i and the n-form a o J a i . . . dan we get 
(D ( a n +ia 0 , a i , . . . , a n ) = (p(an+i(a0dai... dan)) = (p((a0dai ...dan)an+i). 
Using the formula d(ab) = (da)b + adb we can write ( a 0 d a i . . . d a n ) a n + i as a 
sum of terms of the form adb... dc, and doing this we arrive at a formula for 
(D(an+ia0, a i , . . . , a n) which is immediately seen to be equivalent to b(p = 0. 
(2) If (p defines a closed graded trace then by (1) it is a Hochschild cocycle. 
Moreover, expanding ( d a i . . . dan)ao as above we get (—l)
naida2 . . . dandao plus 
a sum of closed forms. Thus applying the trace property to the zero form a0 and 
the n-form dai... dan we see that (p is cyclic. 
Conversely, if (D is a reduced cyclic cocycle, then (D(l, a.., . . . , a n ) = 0, so (p 
vanishes on closed forms. Moreover, the computation of (1) shows that (p has the 
trace property if one of the forms has degree zero. Clearly, it suffices to show that 
(p also has the trace property if one of the forms is an exact one form, i.e. that 
(p(aodai... dan) = (—l)
n~1(p(dan(aodai... dan_i)). But 
dan(aoda\ ... dan_i) = d(ana0)dai... dan_i — andao . . . dan-.\, 
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so the result immediately follows from cyclicity of <p. 
(3) If ip(u>) = T(du>) for a graded trace r , then clearly <p = B0T and by (1) r is 
a Hochschild cocycle, and since <p is cyclic we have ip = ^JBT. 
Conversely, assume that <D = Bip for some i/> G Zn+1(A). Then consider 
9:=(n + l)B0iJ>-<peC
n(A). 
This is by construction in the kernel of N, so it can be written as r — tT for some 
r G Cn(A), where (tT)(a0, ...,an) = ( - l )
n r ( a n , a 0 , . . . , a n _ i ) . (Explicitly, we can 
write r = ^ - ( n O + (n — 1)£0 + • • • + tn~10), and from this formula we see that 
r vanishes if any of its entries equals 1.) Thus, if we consider br G Cn+1(A), we 
immediately get B0bT = (1 — t)T, and hence <p = B0((n + l)ip - br). 
So (p = B0ip for some ip G Z
n+1(A). To finish the proof, we have to show that 
this ip in fact defines a graded trace on £l(A), and as above it suffices to prove the 
trace property if one of the forms is an exact one form. Now we have 
ip(dan(a0da\ . . . d a n _ i ) ) = B0ip(ana0,ai,... , a n _ i ) - ip(an,a0,... , a n _ i ) . 
Since B0i/> is a cocycle we can expand the right hand side as 
n - l 
- (-l)n^2(-iyB0tl>(a0,...,aiai+i,...,an) - ip(an,a0,... ,an_i) = 
t = 0 
= (-l)n(bi>)(l, a 0 , . . . , on) - (-l)
niP(a0,..., On), 
and since ip is a cocycle the result follows. D 
3.6. Corollary. The quotient of the space of all closed graded traces on £l*(A) 




Proof. The first isomorphism is clear by 3.5, (2) and (3), while the last isomor-
phism follows using 3.3. D 
4. BUNDLES OF MODULES 
4 . 1 . The basic definitions and notions of the theory of vector bundles can be 
generalized to vector bundles with fiber a convenient vector space without any 
problems. So if V is a convenient vector space and X is a (finite dimensional, sec-
ond countable, Hausdorff) smooth manifold, then it is clear, how to define locally 
trivial vector bundles with standard fiber V, and one gets transition functions as 
in the usual case. Moreover, it is simple to prove that the sections of such a bundle 
form a convenient vector space (cf. [3, Section 4.6] for a more general approach). 
4 .2 . Def in i t ion . Let A be a convenient algebra, X a smooth manifold as above. 
An A bundle over X is a locally trivial vector bundle with standard fiber a right 
f.g.p. A-module and bounded _4-module homomorphisms as transition functions. 
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A homomorphism of A-bundles is a smooth vector bundle homomorphism cov-
ering the identity such that the restriction to each fiber is an A-module homomor-
phism. 
If E -> X is such an A-bundle with fiber M then one shows that the pointwise 
operations make the space T(E) of sections into a convenient right module over 
the convenient algebra C°°(X, A) of A-valued smooth functions on X. In fact, 
one can show that this module is f.g.p., but we will not use this fact. Clearly, 
any homomorphism of A-bundles induces a C°° (X, A)-module homomorphism 
between the spaces of sections. In fact, any such module homomorphism is of this 
form: 
4 .3 . Lemma. Let E -> X be an A-bundle and F -> X a bundle of A-modules 
(not necessarily f.g.p.), and let $ : T(E) —> T(F) be a bounded linear C°°(X,A)-
module homomorphism. Then $ is induced by a homomorphism of A-bundles. 
Proof. Clearly, any such map is a local operator, i.e. if s is a section which is 
identically zero locally around a point x € X then also $(s) is identically zero 
locally around x. Thus we may assume that E = X x M for a f.g.p. A-module 
M. What we have to show is just that $(s)(x) depends on s(x) only. Thus 
let us assume that s(x) = 0. We can choose bounded A-module homomorphisms 
i : M -> Am, p : Am -> M such that poi = idw Then ios can be written uniquely 
as i(s(x)) = Ylej ' sj(x) f° r the standard unit vectors ej and smooth functions 
Sj : X -> A. Thus s(x) = X]P(ei) * sj(x) a r-d thus $(s)(x) = J2$(p(ej)) • Sj(x) 
and all Sj vanish in x. • 
4 .4 . Construct ions wi th A—bundles. In the classical theory of vector bundles 
many constructions, like Whitney sums, tensor products, exterior powers and so 
on can be carried out using smooth functors, see for example [5, Section 6.7]. A 
similar approach is possible in the setting of convenient vector bundles and A-
bundles. For example, consider the map M i-> <D*(M) induced by an algebra 
homomorphism <D : A —> B as in 2.5. This in fact defines a functor between 
the categories of f.g.p. modules. In these categories any space of morphisms is 
canonically a convenient vector space (see 2.2), and one easily verifies that this 
functor induces bounded linear maps on the spaces of morphisms. Thus for an 
A-bundle E -> X one gets a B-bundle ip*E -> X by applying the functor <p* to 
each fiber. 
Another construction which can be immediately generalized to vector bundles 
with convenient fibers is the pullback. If / : X —> Y is a smooth map between 
smooth manifolds and E —> X is such a vector bundle, then one defines f*E as 
usual as a subset of E x Y and shows that it is a convenient vector bundle as in 
the finite dimensional case. Clearly, if E is an A-bundle, then so is f*E. 
5. CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES FOR A - B U N D L E S 
5.1. T h e double complex Q*(X, f2*(A)). Let X be a finite dimensional smooth 
manifold, and let E -> X be a convenient vector bundle over X. Then we define 
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the space CI* (X, E) of E-valued smooth differential forms on X to be the space 
of smooth sections of the convenient vector bundle L(A*TX,E), whose fiber over 
a point x G X is the space L(A*TXX,EX) of bounded linear maps. (One easily 
verifies that L( , ) is a smooth bifunctor and uses 4.4.) 
In particular, if V is a convenient vector space we define Cl*(X, V) using the 
trivial vector bundle X x V —> X. In this case we have the exterior derivative 
dx : Ct*(X, V) -+ Ct*
+1(X, V) defined by the usual formula 
dxыfa, . . . , & ) . = ^ ( - 1 ) ' 6 • w(6>, •••,$»..., Éfc)+ 
i=0 
+ £(-iГ+Mfó,Шo, •••,&, •••,£ ,...,&) 
for smooth vector fields & on K. As in the case of finite dimensional V one 
verifies that this is well defined and that dx = 0. Moreover dx is easily seen to 
be bounded. 
Next let A be a convenient algebra and let Ct*(A) be the convenient graded 
differential algebra of universal differential forms on A. Then on CI* (X, CI* (A)) 
there is a second differential dA : Cl*(X, ST (A)) -+ ft* (K, Cl*^
1(A)) induced by the 
differential on Cl* (A). Since the latter differential is a bounded linear mapping we 
may differentiate through it and thus from the formula for dx above we see that 
dxdA = dAdx> Thus (Cl*(X,Cl*(A)),dx,dA) is a double complex with bounded 
differentials. On Cl* (X, Cl* (A)) we define a multiplication as follows: For LJ e 
ftfc(K,ft£(A)) and J e Qk'(X,Cte'(A)) and tangent vectors d,...,ffc+fc/ e TXX 
we define 
(uu')(Zi,...,Zk+k') = T̂TfcV ^ ^ W ^ K a l , • • • ,(afcy fe(fc+l)» ' ' ' »ftr(fc+fc'))i 
^€© f c + f c / 
where the sum is over all permutations of k + k' elements. The sign (—l)k £ is 
motivated by the usual definition of the graded tensor product of graded algebras. 
Next, we define the differential d on £l*(X, fl*(A)) by putting d = dx + (—l)kdA 
on Q,k(X,n*(A)). One easily verifies that d is in fact a graded derivation (with 
respect to the total degree) for the multiplication defined above. 
5.2. Let E -+ X be an _4-bundle. Then by 4.4 we can form the associated Cl*(A)-
bundle E := i*E = E®AQ,*(A), where i : A —•> CI*(A) is the inclusion, and from 
5.1 we get the space Q,*(X, E) of differential forms on X with values in this bundle. 
These forms are a convenient right module over Cl*(X, CI*(A)) with action defined 
by 
((/?'(j)(£l,...,ffc+fc/) = ^ 7 7 - Y2
 5gn(a)^(^l,...,^crfc)^(^(fc+l),...,$a(fc+fc')), 
*ee f c + f c / 
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where <p G £lk(X,Ee), u> G £lk'(X,Q,*(A)), the & are tangent vectors and El 
denotes the homogeneous component of degree L In fact, one can prove that 
Q,*(X, E) is a finitely generated projective module over £l*(X, fi*(_4)), but we will 
not use this fact. 
5.3. Definition. A covariant derivative on E is a bounded linear map 
D : T(E) -> Q1(X,E)^C00(X,E1), 
which satisfies the Leibniz rule D(sf) = D(s)f + s • df for any section s G T(E) 
and any f eC°°(X,A). 
5.4. Lemma. On any A-bundle E —» X as above, there exists a covariant de-
rivative, and the space of all covariant derivatives is an affine space modeled on 
the convenient vector space of bounded right C°°(X, A) -module homomorphisms 
from T(E) to the degree one component of Q,*(X,E), which by 4.3 is isomorphic 
to the space of A-bundle homomorphisms from E to the degree one component of 
the bundle L(A*TX,E). 
Moreover, any covariant derivative D extends uniquely to a bounded linear map 
D : fl*(X,E) —>  fl*(X, E), which is homogeneous of degree 1 and satisfies the 
Leibniz rule D(<pu) = D(<p)u + (—l)^(p(d(jj) for any <p G £l*(X,E) which is 
homogeneous of total degree \<p\ and UJ G £l*(X,Q,*(A)). 
Proof. For a trivial bundle with fiber An one can simply take the map d from 5.1 in 
each component to get a covariant derivative. Next, for a trivial bundle with fiber 
any f.g.p. module M one chooses homomorphisms i : M -» An and p : An —> M 
such that poi = idw Then p induces an Q,*(X,!T2*(A))-module homomorphism 
p : Q*(X,An<2u^*(-4)) -J> Sl*(X,M<8>Afi>*(A)), and for any covariant derivative D 
on the trivial An-bundle we get a covariant derivative D on the trivial M-bundle 
by defining Ds = p(D(i o s)). 
On a general A-bundle, take an atlas corresponding to a covering {Ua} of X. 
As above one can then define operators Da which act as covariant derivatives on 
sections having support in Ua. Then let {/a} be a partition of unity subordinate 
to the covering {Ua} and define D(s) := ^2aDa(sfa). One immediately verifies 
that this is in fact a covariant derivative. 
The Leibniz rule immediately implies that the difference of two covariant deriva-
tives is a C°° (X, A)-module homomorphism. Conversely, a sum of a covariant 
derivative and a C°° (X, A)-module homomorphism clearly satisfies the Leibniz 
rule, and thus is again a covariant derivative, so the structure of an affine space 
follows. 
To construct the extensions of covariant derivatives we start with the trivial 
bundle with fiber An. In this case E *. X x Q*(A)n, so any form <p G Sl*(X,E) 
can be uniquely written as (D = ]T a • <Di for the constant sections e* G T(E) and 
forms & G £l*(X, ft*(-4)). But then clearly D(<p) = /^2(D(ei) -(pi + a- dy>i) is the 
unique extension which has the required properties. For the trivial bundle with 
fiber any f.g.p. module M we can first extend the covariant derivative to one which 
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is defined on the trivial bundle with fiber some An, then extend this and project 
it down to the original bundle as above. Finally, for a non trivial bundle we can 
construct from a given covariant derivative locally defined covariant derivatives on 
trivial bundles over charts, extend these, and by uniqueness they fit together to 
define a global extension. • 
5.5. Curvature. Let D be a covariant derivative on an _4-bundle E —> X 
and denote by D also the extension to all differential forms as constructed in 
5.4 above. Then we define the curvature of D to be the bounded linear map 
R = R(D) : Q*(X,E) -> Sl*(X,E) given by R = D2 = Do D = \[D,D\. 
From the general Leibniz rule it follows immediately that R(D) is a bounded 
Q,*(X, fT(A))-module homomorphism, which is homogeneous of degree 2. 
5.6. Consider a bounded £l*(X, fi*(A))-module homomorphism $ : Q,*(X,E) —•> 
Q*(X, E). From 4.3 we know that this is induced by an f2*(A)-bundle endomor-
phism on L(A*TX,E). (Note that since X is finite dimensional this is in fact 
an fT(A)-bundle.) In particular, this means that for each x G X it induces a 
bounded linear map $x from L(A*TXX,EX) to itself. Since TXX is finite dimen-
sional, the latter space is isomorphic to A*T*X ® Ex. From the fact that $ is 
an £l*(X, £1*(A))-mod\ile endomorphism one easily sees that $x is actually de-
termined by its restriction to R eg) Ex C A*T*X ® Ex, and this restriction is an 
element of Hon/2 ^A)(EX,A*T*X ® Ex). A slight generalization of the argument 
used in 2.6 to describe the endomorphisms of a f.g.p. module shows that this space 
is actually isomorphic to A*T*X ® Hour0 ^A)(EX,EX). Thus we may view $ as 
a section of the corresponding bundle, i.e. an element of £l*(X, Hour0 ^A)(E,E)). 
In fact, one can verify that the above construction actually describes a bounded 
linear isomorphism 
Ilomn*(x>n*{A))(n*(X,E),£l*(X,E)) -> Q*(X,rlomn^A)(E,E)). 
Next let c be a bounded graded C-valued trace on £l*(A). From 2.6 we see 
that this gives rise to a graded trace Trc on the space of endomorphisms of any 
f.g.p. module over £l*(A). Now if we take the bundle E of f.g.p. ft* (A)-modules 
then the transition functions of the convenient vector bundle Hon/2 (A) (E, E) are 
just the conjugations with the transition functions of E which are homogeneous of 
degree zero. Thus the trace property implies that Trc gives rise to a vector bun-
dle homomorphism from Hon/2 ^A)(E,E) to the trivial complex line bundle over 
X, which is a graded trace in each point. This in turn induces a vector bundle 
homomorphism L(A*TX,UomP^A)(E,E)) -> L(A*TK,C) and thus a bounded 
linear map Trc : n*(X,Uom
Q^A)(E,E)) -> £l*(X,C). Using the above isomor-
phism we can thus assign to the homomorphism $ from above a differential form 
Tr c ($) G £l*(X,C). 
5.7. L e m m a . 
(1) The map Trc : Rom
n^x^^A))(n*(X,E),n*(X,E)) -> Q*(X,C) defined 
above is a bounded graded trace. 
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(2) Let D be a covariant derivative on the A-bundle E —•> X. Then for a 
tt*(X',0,* (A))-module endomorphism $ ofCl*(X,E) which is homogeneous 
of total degree |<_>|, the map D($) defined by 
D($)(LJ) = D($(u)) - (-l)W$(D(u)) 
is a module endomorphism, too. 
(3) The curvature R satisfies the Bianchi-identity D(R) = 0, even D(Rk) = 0. 
Proof. (1) From 5.6 we know that a homomorphism <_> in the left hand space is 
induced by a homomorphism of ft*(A)-bundles, and by construction Trc($)(x) 
depends only on <&x. Thus we can verify the trace property in one fiber, which is 
of the form A*T*X ® E. Choosing a basis for T*X one verifies the trace property 
by a direct computation. 
(2) follows directly from the Leibniz rule. 
(3) This is just the fact, that D2k commutes with D. • 
5.8 Chern-character forms. From 3.5(2) and 5.7 we now see that given a 
covariant derivative D on an A-bundle, any bounded reduced cyclic cocycle c 
on A gives rise to a sequence {chc(.D)} of differential forms on K, defined by 
chk(D) := ±Trc(R(D)
k) G © i < 2 f c - l
i (X ,C ) . The form chk(D) is called the k-th 
Chern-character form of D corresponding to c. 
Theorem. Let c G Z™(A) be a bounded reduced cyclic cocycle, E -» X an A-
bundle, and D a covariant derivative on E. Then 
(1) dch^(D_) = 0. 
(2) If c G B™(A) a bounded reduced cyclic coboundary. Then the differential 
form chc (D) is exact. 
(3) The cohomology class of chk(D) is independent of the choice of D. 
Proof. Since the questions above are local questions, we may assume that the 
bundle is trivial, so we assume E = X x M for a f.g.p. _4-module M. Choose 
A-module homomorphisms i : M —> A™ and p : Am -> M such that poi = idj^-
Using these homomorphisms we define d : il*(X,E) —> _1*(K, E) as the covariant 
derivative induced by the canonical covariant derivative on the trivial Am-bundle 
as in the proof of 5.4. By dx and d^ we denote the two "components" of this 
derivative, where we include the sign in the second one. 
Now let $ E HomQm{x^(A))(n*(XyE),n*(X1E)) be any homomorphism and 
let c : _~_*(A) - > C b e a bounded graded trace. Then we get the differential form 
Trc(<_>) as above. 
Claim: dTYc($) = Trc(D($)) - Trc(dA o <_>) 
Proof of the Claim. For j = 1 , . . . , m let ej be the image under p of the constant 
unit section of the trivial bundle X x Q*(A)m . Using Lemma 5.4 we see that 
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\1> = D — d, the difference of the extensions of the covariant derivatives D and d, 
is a bounded ft*(X, ft*(A))-module homomorphism of total degree one. Then a 
simple direct computation using that d(ej) = 0 shows that D($)(ej) = d($(ej)) + 
[*,*]&)• 
Next let TTJ : £l*(X,E) -> ft*(X, ft*(A)) be the ft*(K,ft*(A))-module homo-
morphism induced by the composition of the j-th. projection _4m -> A with the 
inclusion i : M -> Am, and let c* : ft*(K, ft*(A)) -> ft*(K, C) be the map induced 
by c : ft* (A) —•> C. Specializing the definition of Trc($) to the case of a trivial 
bundle we see that Trc($) = YIjLi
 c*(^j(^(ej)))-
Now we compute 
Trc(D($)) = J2
c*(«M*(ei)) + [*>*}&))) = 
3 
= ^ c f o t f * (*(e,-)))) + ^ c . f o & W e j ) ) ) ) , 
since Trc is a graded trace. Since c* o 7Tj is the map ft* (X, E) —> ft* (X, C) induced 
by a bounded linear map E —•» X x C it is clear that c* 07^ odx = doc* o7Tj, SO the 
first term just gives dTrc($), while the second one obviously gives Trc(d^ o$). • 
Note that if c G Zn(A), then c defines a closed graded trace, and therefore 
Trc(d^ o <$) = 0 in this case. 
(1) dchk(D)_ = dTrc(R
k) = Trc(D(R
k)) = 0 by the claim above and Lemma 5.7(3). 
(2) If c G B%(A), then by Lemma 3.3 c G B(Zn+l(A)). Therefore, by Proposi-




k) = ( - l ) n + 1 Trc(H
fc) by the claim and the 
fact that Trr(cl^ o $) = (_i)l*l-
n Trc($), which can be easily verified directly. 
(3) Let Dt be a smooth curve of covariant derivatives. Let Rt be the correspond-
ing curve of curvatures. Then -_jRt = Dt(_jDt). Using the trace property of Trc, 






1) = Trc([Du ^ A ] ^ "
1 ) = 
= Trc([Du (iDJRt
1}) = dTrcU&DJR!;-1). 
Now let DQ and D\ be two covariant derivatives. Define Dt := (1 — t)Do + £-Oi, 
^ := _\Dt = D\ — DQ. Then, using the calculation above, we get 
V) = w=wdJ0 ch*(D{) - ch
k
c(Do) = rj^rydj Tr^VR*-
1) dt. • 
5.9. From theorem 5.8 above it is now clear that if E —> X is an A-bundle, D 
is a covariant derivative on F1, and [c] G H*^(A) is a reduced cyclic cohomology 
class, then the cohomology class of chc(D) in the de-Rham cohomology of X is 
independent of the choices of D and c. We denote this class by chr^ (E), and call 
it the k-th Chern character class of E corresponding to [c]. 
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5 .10 Propos i t ion (Properties of Chern character classes) . Let X and Y 
be smooth manifolds, A and B convenient algebras, f :Y —¥ X a smooth map, ip : 
A—>Ba bounded homomorphism, E —¥ X and F —¥ X A-bundles, c, c' 6 Z^(A), 
andc" e Zl(B). Then 
(l)chfc](/*£) = /*(chfc](£)) 
(2) <tfv.tfl](E) = <tft,l](<p.E) 
(3) chfc]+[c,](E0 = chfc](£) + chfcl](E) 
(4) chf c ] (£®F) = chfc](£) + chfc](E) 
Proof. (1) First note that f*E = f*E, which follows immediately from the fact 
that the passage from E to E is just a fiberwise construction. Using this it is easy 
to verify that Horn"* (A) ( / *£ , f*E) *_ /* HomQ*{A) (E, E) as a vector bundle. 
As for finite dimensional vector bundles one then shows that if D is a covariant 
derivative on E, then there is a unique covariant derivative f*D on f*E charac-
terized by f*D(f*s) = f*(D(s)). 
Next, since the curvature R(f*D) is a module homomorphism it immediately 
follows that it is determined by its value on sections of the form f*s. Using this 
one easily sees that, viewed as an element of ft*(Y, / * Hom n ^A\E,E)) we have 
R(f*D) = f*(R(D)). Then the result is obvious from the construction. 
(2) This follows easily from the construction, taking into account that , viewed as 
a trace ft* (A) -> C we have y*(c") = c" o ft*(<D), where ft* (y) : ft* (A) -> ft*(H) 
is the homomorphism induced by (/?. 
(3) By definition of Trc. 
(4) As in the finite dimensional case one shows that two covariant derivatives DE 
and Dp on E and F induce a covariant derivative D = DE © Dp on E © F with 





5.11. Remarks . (1) The (inhomogeneous) total Chern character ch[c](i<7) = 
^ fcch
fc
c](F ') is not well defined in general, since it could be necessary to sum up 
infinitely many non-trivial terms in each component. However, if it is possible 
to form e f i a s a homomorphism defined by the power series, then ch[c](E') can be 
formed for any c. This is for example automatically the case if A is a Banach 
algebra. 
(2) By 5.10(4) it is clear that each chfcc] induces a map from the Grothendieck 
group KA(X) of the monoid of isomorphism classes of A-bundles over X to 
H*(X, C). Thus our construction (for each k) can be interpreted as a pairing 
H*x(A)xKA(X)->H*(X,C). 
(3) Going through our constructions one easily verifies that for a fixed covariant 
derivative D on an A-bundle E —> X the mapping Z™(A) —> H*(X, C) given by 
c i-> chk(D) is bounded, and thus continuous for the bornological topology on 
2™(A). Now suppose that the de-Rham cohomology of X is finite dimensional. 
Since the projection from differential forms to de-Rham cohomology is continuous 
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it is clear that the cohomology class of ch£(D) depends only on the class of c in 
the quotient of the kernel of b by the closure (in the bornological topology) of 
the image of b. Thus in this case we may pass to the separated reduced cyclic 
cohomology of A. 
5.12. E x a m p l e s . (1) Let us consider these mappings for A = C. A C-bundle 
is just a normal complex vector bundle E and 0*(C) = C. H°(C) = C and 
Hn(C) = 0 for n > 0. A covariant derivative on the C-bundle E is just a usual 
covariant derivative and R the usual curvature. Thus, if we take [c] = [1], we get 
chkc-\(E) = ch
k(E) the classical k-th Chern character of E up to a scalar multiple. 
(2) Consider the case where X = pt is a single point. Then H*(X, C) = C, and 
going through our constructions it is obvious that only classes in H^en(A) can give 
rise to nontrivial results. Passing to K-theory, we clearly have K^(pf) = KQ(A), 
and our construction gives the pairing H|ven(A) x KQ(A) —> C constructed in [2]. 
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